Monthly Retailers' Perspective Comments
Comments for the October 2019 survey

Midwest
Being a forest products retailer remains interesting. Between inconsistent weather conditions
(October in Missouri began with 90 degree days and finished with snow on the ground),
uncertainty in forest products values, and housing start unpredictability (when will the framer
actually show-up?), I've elected to keep my inventory tighter than normal. I'll swap slightly
diminishing margins for faster inventory turns. I don't want excessive inventory when wetter,
colder weather finally slows things down and we turn toward the holidays. It's always a
gamble.
If it would just stop raining for a couple weeks, we could sell something. It's late enough in
the year and still so wet that more and more jobs are getting pushed back to next spring. It
could be a long, slow winter!
It seems like weak demand has everyone keeping lean inventory and only a high participation
in replenishment will drive the prices to the high side.
Long-length S-P-F remains very difficult to source. Hopefully the early blast of winter weather
is not a sign of things to come.
Market in our area is soft and margins are tight.
Our inventory position reflects the business that we have committed through December. We
have a large inventory and will be busy through the end of the year. Weather will dictate
January, February, and March business. There are projects that may start, depending.
Soft.
Wet and muddy conditions this summer and fall have slowed the residential construction
market in our area.

Northeast
Import plywood deals make Southern plywood price stupid.
Lots of head fakes — will see in the next 3 months or so where we're going with the markets.
Steady as she goes.
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Comments for the October 2019 survey

South Atlantic
Been waiting for them to start up for a month.
Dead.
Still slow here in middle Georgia.
We are very busy!!
We have had a great year here. October was our biggest month ever in 38 years in business.
We're bullish on the new construction market. We have several projects delayed because of
wet weather and feel they will be building during the holidays to keep them going. Life is
good!

South Central
All commodities are depressed in value.
Coldest October 31 since 1955. Are we going to finally have that hard winter? Chicago
earliest snow ever. We have had a great year, but weather is unpredictable. If a mild winter,
we will be busy.
Housing softer in Permian basin due to layoffs in the oil field. S-P-F is overpriced.
Slowing a bit.
The last several months have been very active for us. The best we have seen in many years.
Building is still brisk and we expect it to stay that way through the end of this year. This
includes single-family and multifamily.
The recent curtailments in OSB will short-term improve pricing, but long-term the D/C ratios
are still going to be in the favor of the buyers. Manufacturers will have to take a hard look at
their production capacities as there is no real sign on housing starts consistently staying north
of 1.2-1.3 million to sustain pricing in all facets of building materials. I would assume most
dealers/retailers that have the capital have loaded up inventories as some mills who have
been irresponsible have sold at or close to cash cost of production, loading up the channel
where buyers will not be back for the foreseeable future. As we get closer to the election next
year, I think most will have concern and continue to run lean, causing order files to collapse
and make openings for market buys at deep discounts. Look for contracts in 2020 to be down.
We bought material at market lows to beef up our inventory.
We have been a little busier than expected in the last couple of months. I hope it continues!
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Comments for the October 2019 survey

West
It's an odd time of year for a strong market. We chose to be lean by Halloween.
Our seasonality will curb much of our LBM products for the next 3 months.
September and October have been exceedingly slow for us. We have a good order file but the
framers/builders aren't releasing homes at the rate we anticipated and so we are slow. My
inventory based on my May/June rate of sales would be "low," but at today's sales rate it is
high. Things are looking a little better for November.
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